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It is always important to have liquid savings to cover unexpected 

expenses, but the year 2020 provided a stark example of another reason 

short-term savings is so crucial: covering unexpected lost income. An 

astounding 18.1 million Americans lost their jobs in April 2020 due to 

the global COVID-19 pandemic. Although public and private programs 

were launched to help households through these tough times, their 

assistance wasn’t always sufficient or timely, leaving many households 

with financial gaps. 

Many people who were in more fortunate positions 
shifted their savings behavior in meaningful ways. 
Starting in the first half of 2020, we observed that the 
proportion of users with an emergency savings goal 
at Qapital, a mobile banking app, had increased by 
four to five fold. Read the full case study on page 
150. According to the St. Louis Federal Reserve, the 
personal savings rate (savings as a percentage of 
disposable income) reached an astounding high of 
33.7% in April 2020 before dropping back down to 
about 13% by the end of the 2020. Despite the drop 
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https://advanced-hindsight.com/blog/reducing-covid-19-risks-from-hand-washing-to-emergency-savings/
https://advanced-hindsight.com/blog/reducing-covid-19-risks-from-hand-washing-to-emergency-savings/
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in the savings rate from the peak, the current personal savings rate is still almost double what it has 
been over most of the last 20 years. The causes for the increase in personal savings are likely threefold: 
1) some households had more spare cash when entertainment and travel expenses decreased during 
the pandemic, 2) COVID-19 stimulus put large sums in many households’ hands, and 3) many people 
stowed away cash in case they became financially impacted by the pandemic.

Unfortunately, not everyone has been as able to increase their short-term savings. While high-income 
households were able to reduce spending by an average 17%, low income households could reduce 
spending by only 4%, given already tight budgets, and half of low-income households were subject to 
job loss or reduction in hours. 

The barriers to saving for short-term savings include:

1. Lack of slack in current budget: When incomes are low and expenses are high, nearly every 
dollar is already accounted for. This makes it really difficult to find money to stash away for 
when an emergency happens, which forces a lot of households to fall back on less than 
optimal options, like high-interest credit.

2. Tunneling: When we lack slack and resources are scarce, we tend focus on what needs our 
attention right now and lack the cognitive bandwidth to see what may be coming down the 
pipeline. Households may not realize what type of financial shocks to expect. Unfortunately, 
this means we may not always be prepared for what’s down the road, and we may not have the 
time or energy to take on processes like remembering to put aside part of our paycheck for a 
rainy day. 

We’ve found some potential pathways to work around some of the barriers.

1. Use windfalls as a source of savings: We can overcome lack of slack in the budget by 
exploiting windfalls, amounts of money that aren’t already accounted for in our budgets, when 
they occur. Windfalls may include income like work bonuses or income tax refunds, even 
collected spare change. We used windfalls from a variety of sources as reservoir for potential 
savings in 2020. 

At both WSECU and Digital Federal Credit, we nudged members to use reductions in loan 
payments following loan refinancing or modification to put that money towards savings; in 
both cases, we found that many members were interested in putting the payment reductions 
toward savings when they were asked. Unfortunately, it wasn’t always easy to open that 
conversation, and challenges in setting up automated deposits to savings accounts prevented 
these interventions from significantly increasing the savings rate. Read more on pages 124 and 
162.

In partnership with Virginia Credit Union, we encouraged members to put credit card rewards in 
savings; results of our experiment are expected in 2021. Read more on page 159.
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https://time.com/nextadvisor/banking/savings/us-saving-rate-soaring/
https://time.com/nextadvisor/banking/savings/us-saving-rate-soaring/
https://time.com/nextadvisor/banking/savings/us-saving-rate-soaring/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/04/21/about-half-of-lower-income-americans-report-household-job-or-wage-loss-due-to-covid-19/
https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/04/21/about-half-of-lower-income-americans-report-household-job-or-wage-loss-due-to-covid-19/
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2. Highlight importance of short-term saving, then make it automatic: There were so 
many new problems to deal with and manage in 2020, that emergency savings may not have 
been top of mind for all households. We used a timely prompt to capture people’s attention 
and then capitalized on this spotlight to get people to make a one-time action to sign up for 
automatic savings building. For example, in projects with Qapital, a large Midwestern credit 
union, and Inclusiv, we highlighted the importance of savings to get people to sign up for 
automatic contributions to savings.

In Qapital app, we prompted new users to create an emergency savings goal within the app. 
The goal would be funded using one or more of Qapital’s automated savings rules, for example, 
Round Up. We found that prompting users about emergency savings increased the proportion 
of users with emergency savings goals from 17% to 43%, a more than doubling of users, and 
median amounts saved were about $100! Read more on page 150. A large midwestern credit 
union also prompted new members at four of their branches to open a Rainy Day Savings 
Account (RDSA) when opening a checking account, with about a quarter of participants already 
taking up the offer. Read more on page 127. At Inclusiv, we are designing prompts to set up 
automated transfers to rainy day savings within online banking which are planned to launch in 
2021. Read more on page 139.

We also studied if who delivered the message to save changed willingness to save and how 
the saving behaviors of similar people to us might encourage us to save. In our study on the 
messenger effect, we found that messages coming from no messenger, an employer or a 
hypothetical financial group, resulted in more participants selecting a “Save More” option than 
messages coming from “experts” or financial advisors. Read more on page 168. In our study 
on the effect of social norms on saving and spending behavior, we found that participants who 
were told that people very similar to them were saving more predicted they would be more 
successful at saving than participants not given a comparison. Read more on page 171.

3. Capitalize on relativity: We tend to think about costs in terms of costs nearby; for example, 
$100 may seem expensive by itself but if we add $100 to the price of a $10,000 car, it doesn’t 
seem consequential. Loan payment round-ups capitalize on the idea of relativity to get people 
to save for the short-term while making loan payments. We used this idea at Guadalupe Credit 
Union and Inclusiv, where we studied whether rounding up loan payments could be an effective 
way to build emergency savings. Read more on pages 130 and 136. Similarly, we are working 
with Self Help Credit Union to see if we can get employees to simultaneously save for short-
term savings as well as their retirement. Read more on page 153.
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When personal savings is not possible, people might need to rely on their community for support. 
An example of this is the Grant Circle at Canary, where we designed an intervention to encourage 
employees to donate to the emergency relief fund, that could help stand-in as emergency savings for 
their coworkers. Unfortunately, we did not find any significant increase in donations with our prompt 
emails, which may have been influenced by the financial environment at the time or a weaker than 
anticipated message. Read more on page 120.

Read on to find out what worked, what didn’t, and what else we are trying.
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Partner Type:  

Tech
Partner Cohort:  

2020
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

In-Diagnosis

Building Emergency Savings 
Through Automatic Rules and 

Buckets
BACKGROUND
According to Mexico’s National Financial Inclusion Survey, around 42% of Mexicans weren’t able to 
cover all their monthly expenses at least once in 2018. Moreover, insights from Global Findex (2017) 
reveal that only 27% of Mexicans were able to come up with funds to face a financial emergency (of an 
amount equal to 5% of Mexico’s Gross National Income per capita), down from 48% in 2014. During the 
2020 COVID pandemic, it was reported that many families in Mexico tapped out their savings in the first 
few months and are struggling to build back a savings fund.  

Working closely with Proyecto ICCE at UNAM University in Mexico, we partnered with albo, one 
of Mexico’s largest digital challenger banks that offers a fee-free mobile wallet, app for money 
management, and a debit card. Among albo’s over 400,000 users, those who have a more active 
engagement with this Fintech are independent or payroll workers, over 28 years old and use albo 
as a secondary account to make specific weekly or bi-weekly transfers. Also, albo has a tool called 
“Espacios” (Buckets), that allows users to partition their funds into different earmarked buckets. While 
only 20% of monthly active users have used “Espacios” so far, the most chosen purposes for these 
buckets have been “savings”, “emergencies”, “goals”, or “left over money”.

Since increasing emergency savings is a priority in the current Mexican context, and albo is motivated 
to generate higher user engagement, we decided to focus this project on helping users create an 
“Espacio” for emergency savings and make at least one transfer to it. By doing so, we expect users 
to familiarize with and see the potential of this feature and get them started on their savings track. 
Moreover, building emergency savings will prepare them better to face future financial emergencies and 
achieve their financial goals. 

https://www.gob.mx/cms/uploads/attachment/file/414831/Cuadr_ptico_2018_verimpresa.pdf
https://www.inegi.org.mx/contenidos/investigacion/ecovidml/2020/doc/ecovid_ml_presentacion.pdf
http://sua.psicologia.unam.mx/economia_conductual/
https://www.albo.mx/
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HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
According to albo’s user research earlier in 2020, 16% of their users perceive that they are unable to 
accomplish their savings goals, and 38% report not having enough money to cover their goals and 
expenses. Based on this research, we identified the following core barriers to saving with albo: 

 » Users tend to be present-biased, face many day-to-day struggles that capture their attention, 
and leave savings to the end of the month (i.e., they save what is left after paying bills and 
covering expenses). Planning to save is even more difficult for users who are independent 
workers and receive irregular incomes. This aligns with research from Hershfield, Shu & 
Bernatzi, which found that framing savings in more granular terms (i.e., daily versus monthly 
amounts) to match more granular incomes (such as those of independent workers) increases 
participation in savings across multiple income levels. Moreover, research by Madrian & Shea 
found that enrolling in automatic savings by default can increase participation significantly. 

 » Even users who are more engaged with albo are uncertain about how the “Espacios” tool works 
and how to build short-term savings with it. Under this uncertainty, they prefer to have their 
money combined together in their main account instead of using buckets. Previous research by 
Kempf & Ruenzi has explored how people tend to stick with their past choices, even when they 
are no longer the best option. 

Research from Soman & Cheema shows that partitioning money into different earmarked buckets or 
envelopes can increase the amount of money saved by reducing withdrawals. Also, from a behavioral 
science perspective, making savings automatic reduces the friction associated with regular transfers to 
a savings bucket, and may help them establish new savings habits. In that sense, we are exploring how 
automatic saving rules and commitment mechanisms can help users create a savings bucket and start 
making transfers that build their emergency fund. 

https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/pdf/10.1287/mksc.2019.1177?casa_token=PFvQKXY5ADUAAAAA:8eZLJgOoHTU2W6SgDvTV8i70eLQq5fWVcOxkcXR1_NDzfv99DAKBqOdVwu3dGisi9puq1Qfmlmc
https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/pdf/10.1287/mksc.2019.1177?casa_token=PFvQKXY5ADUAAAAA:8eZLJgOoHTU2W6SgDvTV8i70eLQq5fWVcOxkcXR1_NDzfv99DAKBqOdVwu3dGisi9puq1Qfmlmc
https://academic.oup.com/qje/article-abstract/116/4/1149/1903159
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1207/s15427579jpfm0704_3?casa_token=-xkOKava2EYAAAAA:NADWZQqb8ggD_sVnYsiUGlB066pP1HunjCXcYawu8OE_CRN1qeoIjYvEpiKpF5mSUVpL1rrz6mkc
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1509/jmkr.48.SPL.S14?casa_token=BRyfNU_Ir4kAAAAA:6qpuAGG4JFgujIK5uxynXqGieRzozVSIuM6yg3RBeHhNVNEh43UnevXUiMAhWTpOVmJjE_ZKpC8d
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EXPERIMENT
In October 2020 we launched a survey to 840 albo users to understand their previous saving 
experiences and pre-test their perception of potential saving mechanisms such as:

 » Traditional automatic savings: transfers of a fixed amount on a fixed day into a savings 
bucket.

 » Deposit-based savings: Transferring a portion of every deposit into a savings bucket

 » Round-up: rounding purchases to the nearest “10” or “100” and putting that extra into 
savings.

 » Self-tipping: a percentage of every purchase is sent to your savings bucket

 » Commitment devices: Choosing a target goal or a target date before your savings bucket is 
unlocked. 

This survey will help us confirm and re-assess our previously identified barriers, as well as inform our 
main intervention design to build emergency savings using the “Espacios” tool.

RESULTS
We are currently analyzing the results of the user survey that was launched in October 2020, which 
will help us identify savings barriers and opportunities to inform our main study design. We expect to 
launch the main study in Q1 2021. We anticipate sharing the results in the 2021 Annual Report. 

  This project is in collaboration with Proyecto ICCE at Universidad Nacional  
Autónoma de México.
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Increasing Donations to Grant 
Circle, an Employee Relief Fund

BACKGROUND
Many working families are one financial shock away from disaster. Natural disasters, reduced work 
hours because of the COVID-19 pandemic, or an unanticipated medical issue are among the types of 
emergencies that could set a household back on utility or rent payments. Missed payments for workers 
who already live paycheck to paycheck can quickly snowball into cycles of debt, and even eviction. 

Employee relief funds are one mechanism to help individuals who experience a disaster-related or 
personal financial hardship. The way these funds typically work is that an employer and its employees 
contribute into a pool of collective savings, and when an employee experiences an emergency that 
leads to financial hardship, they can apply for a cash grant to help them stay afloat. Cash grants are a 
valuable tool to ease the financial burden of an individual or family who has experienced an emergency, 
filling in the gaps to provide a safety net and prevent major personal financial crises.

We partnered with Canary, a mission-driven organization that created an emergency relief fund 
platform called Grant Circle, which facilitates the provision of timely, small-dollar financial assistance 
in moments of need. Employee donations to the collective savings pool are critical for employer-
sponsored relief programs to be sustainable, so we worked with Canary to see if we could increase the 
number of employees who donate to Grant Circle. 

Partner Type:  

Tech
Partner Cohort:  

2020
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

Complete

https://assets.aspeninstitute.org/content/uploads/2019/04/Employee_Hardship_Funds.pdf?_ga=2.136921712.1107920606.1605110722-281182691.1605110722
https://assets.aspeninstitute.org/content/uploads/2019/04/Employee_Hardship_Funds.pdf?_ga=2.136921712.1107920606.1605110722-281182691.1605110722
http://workwithcanary.com/
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HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
To inform the design of the Grant Circle’s donation webpage, we turned to the wealth of behavioral 
science literature on charitable giving and donations, and built upon the following learnings:

 » Researchers Shang and Croson find that mentioning previous donor contribution levels can 
increase donation amounts. So as to not anchor the folks who’d otherwise give larger amounts 
of money onto smaller donation amounts, we included a range of the amounts of previous 
donations: e.g., “People donate between $2 - $2,500. 

 » Researchers List and Lucking-Reiley find that seed money increases donations, likely 
because potential donors view the size of the seed donation as a reliable signal of the cause’s 
worthiness. On Grant Circle’s donation webpage, we included information about the seed 
donation(s) that started the Grant Circle.

 » Brown, Meer, and Williams discovered that individuals are more generous if they feel they 
are earning directly for charity rather than donating income they have already earned. On the 
donation webpage, individuals could choose to donate via a payroll deduction or credit/debit 
card. In order to encourage the mental model that donors are earning directly for charity, we set 
the payroll deduction donation option as the default. 

After redesigning elements of the Grant Circle donation webpage, we started to think through when 
the best time would be to encourage employees to donate to their organization’s Grant Circle fund, 
specifically in relation to an employee’s payday. Would employees be more likely to donate if they were 
prompted on the same day as their payday or if they were asked a few days before payday? To gather 
insight, we turned to previous similar research and found some conflicting evidence: 

 » When people get paid, they tend to feel a sense of abundance and are therefore less likely 
to consider trade-offs within their budget. This is the idea of opportunity cost neglect, as 
explained by Frederick et al. 

https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-abstract/119/540/1422/5089584
https://academic.oup.com/ej/article-abstract/119/540/1422/5089584
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/324392
https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/abs/10.1287/mnsc.2017.2951?casa_token=HlHfZkMwZhEAAAAA:3lAK16HGkd13u7d5bLS17DuDGt1M9EyEn9Jog5vXHwHANHVSJkljQTCtLKy3FTrU92DyDsws1_8
https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/abs/10.1287/mnsc.2017.2951?casa_token=HlHfZkMwZhEAAAAA:3lAK16HGkd13u7d5bLS17DuDGt1M9EyEn9Jog5vXHwHANHVSJkljQTCtLKy3FTrU92DyDsws1_8
https://academic.oup.com/jcr/article-abstract/36/4/553/1787808
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 » In a previous experiment CCL conducted, as seen on page 27 of our 2018 Annual Report, 
there were no statistically significant differences in whether or not people saved if they were 
reminded to save on payday vs. a few days before payday. However, people who received 
reminders a few days before payday saved about $30 more than those receiving reminders on 
payday.

When prompted a few days before payday, it’s possible that people feel close to their next paycheck, 
so they are willing to set aside more for donation. Conversely, on the day of receiving their paycheck, 
people might already be planning for how to spend their paycheck, and therefore be more conservative 
in the amount they are willing to set aside. Applying these findings to encouraging donations to Grant 
Circle, we hypothesized that more people would donate when prompted on payday, but the average size 
of a donation would be larger if prompted a few days before payday. 

EXPERIMENT
To test our hypothesis, we worked with Canary and two of their employer clients who have Grant Circle 
relief funds. Employees at both organizations were sent an email encouraging them to donate to their 
respective Grant Circles. All employees were randomized into one of two conditions:

1. Half of employees received the email the day of their payday (on a Friday)

2. The other half of employees received the email the Monday before their Friday payday.

Every employee received the same email, which was designed with many of the same behavioral 
science insights applied to the Grant Circle donation page. If they opened and clicked the main call to 
action within the email, participants were redirected to the Grant Circle donation page. In the five days 
following receipt of the email, we tracked the number and size of all donations.

https://advanced-hindsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/CCL-2018-Annual-Report.pdf
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RESULTS
This experiment concluded active data collection in October of 2020. The email was sent to a total 
of 1,515 employees across two employers with Grant Circle relief funds. Due to data limitations, 
we only had access to email open and click rates for one employer. Interestingly, we found that the 
employees who received the email on payday (Friday) were significantly more likely to open the email, 
compared to those who received the email on Monday: 33.7% vs 13.3%. While we didn’t have data on 
when employees opened emails, we wonder whether they were opened on Friday or over the weekend, 
since many of the employees in our sample are not office workers who spend their days in front of a 
computer.

In total, 16 employees (or 1% of our sample) donated within five days of receiving the email. Because 
few donations were made, we were unable to draw any conclusions around our hypothesis. It’s possible 
so few donations were made for several reasons, including: 

1. Employees who would normally be able to donate were struggling themselves due to 
COVID-19; 

2. Workers might generally have email and donation solicitation fatigue; 

3. The email wasn’t connected to a particular milestone in time (such as Giving Tuesday or 
receiving a bonus), so it’s possible the timing felt arbitrary for potential donors. 

While we cannot know for certain what the cause of the low response was, we do know that: 

1. Email open and click rates are generally low; 

2. We did receive a handful of donations after the five-day window, suggesting that our window 
may have been too small; and 

3. A subsequent Giving Tuesday campaign generated higher donation volume.
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Increasing Savings Among 
Members Seeking Auto Loan 

Refinance

BACKGROUND
Although most people refinance their loan to get a better interest rate, they may end up with a smaller 
monthly payment as well. They might use this additional money to help manage other expenses, but 
this is also an opportune time to begin building their savings. Research by Katherine Milkman and John 
Beshears suggest that, due to mental accounting, we often treat windfalls like bonus money, not giving 
much thought to where this extra money will be the most effective. The refinancing process might 
present a kind of “golden moment,” particularly for people who may not have already accounted for this 
surplus of money and therefore would find it easier to save a portion.

We partnered with Digital Federal Credit Union (DCU) to test whether we could nudge members to set 
up a recurring savings transfer as part of the refinancing process. Members with reduced monthly 
loan payments were encouraged to earmark a portion of the difference in monthly payments to be 
automatically transferred into a DCU savings account.

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
There are many reasons why someone might not save some or all of the difference in their monthly 
loan payment:

 » Transferring a portion of this difference into their savings simply may not have occurred to 
members. 

 » Going through the process of setting up an automatic transfer is not necessarily easy and 
represents another step in the process at the moment of refinancing.

 » The member may need or would prefer to have the difference in payment accessible for other 
expenses, rather than direct it to a savings account. 

Partner Type:  

Credit Union
Partner Cohort:  

2019
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

Complete

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167268109001188?casa_token=LYN39ilYwUUAAAAA:Kh3qxVsEEKyE_XATm3fU0lGbBTWBhXeCZVRHt1U9uhxuhaIe9myQuE-gSpbu1RFeaAjIhKtC
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167268109001188?casa_token=LYN39ilYwUUAAAAA:Kh3qxVsEEKyE_XATm3fU0lGbBTWBhXeCZVRHt1U9uhxuhaIe9myQuE-gSpbu1RFeaAjIhKtC
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We sought to address these concerns by prompting members to set up an automatic transfer 
into savings. We predict that people refinancing an auto loan with DCU will be more likely to set up 
automatic transfers to savings when prompted to actively make a choice to save. We also predict that 
being prompted to save during the loan refinance process will result in increased savings behavior in 
the months following the intervention. 

EXPERIMENT
To test these hypotheses, we worked with DCU to develop a system to prompt members to save during 
the refinance process. Half of DCU’s loan agents were randomly assigned to ask members whether 
they would like to set up an automatic transfer of either 25% or 50% of their monthly loan payment 
to savings (treatment group) while the other half of the loan agents did not provide this offer (control 
group). Note that if a member was randomized into the treatment group, they received the savings 
prompt from the loan agent only if they were saving $20 or more on their new monthly loan payment. 

We expected that a significantly larger number of people in the treatment group would agree to set 
up an automatic transfer of a portion of their monthly loan payment savings due to the active choice 
nature of the offer provided, and that this automatic transfer would be maintained for at least 3 months 
following the set-up.

Screenshot of data tracking form used by loan agents in the treatment group.

RESULTS
We concluded enrollment in the experiment at the end of January 2020, with 843 DCU members 
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going through the loan refinance process. We found that 16% of members who were offered to set 
up automatic transfers said yes, and the desired transfers ranged anywhere from 6% - 100% of their 
savings in monthly loan payment (mean of 55% and median of 50%). We then measured actual savings 
rates for three months after refinancing. Surprisingly, we found no difference in actual savings behavior 
between the control (business-as-usual) and the treatment (active savings prompt) group, in spite of 
the 16% of members who said yes to the automatic transfer. 

Due to technical constraints, loan agents were not consistently able to set up automatic transfers 
for those who expressed interest, and instead gave members instructions for how they could set up 
the automatic transfers themselves. We believe this is why we saw no significant differences when 
comparing the change in average savings rates before and after the loan refinance between members 
in the control and treatment groups. 

Although there were no differences in savings rates, the 16% of members who initially agreed to set 
up an automatic transfer during the loan refinance process, and the fact that some of them chose to 
save up to 100% of the difference in monthly loan payments, indicates that there is latent interest and 
motivation for saving in this context, but the hurdles and friction in setting up an automatic transfer 
themselves deterred that motivation.
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Creating a New Automatic 
Savings Account to Build 

Financial Resilience
BACKGROUND
Emergency savings is low in the United States; only 49% of all and 23% of lower-income U.S. 
households have set aside three months’ worth of emergency savings. Immediately prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, over a third of U.S. households could not fully pay a $400 emergency expense 
using cash or a cash-equivalent. These low rates of emergency savings put households at risk in the 
event of an unexpected income loss or significant expense. For example, they may not be able to cover 
their essential bills and debt obligations, which can in turn lead to the risk of housing instability, utility 
shut-offs, and credit score decreases. Households without emergency savings may also turn to high-
cost credit products such as payday loans to cope with these events.

Emergency savings are often held in checking and savings accounts, and financial institutions therefore 
have an instrumental role to play in building these funds. We partnered with a large Midwestern credit 
union to develop a new product called a Rainy Day Savings Account. Our aim with this product was to 
help credit union members build savings automatically and avoid payment delinquencies on their debts, 
creating financial benefits for both the member and credit union. 

KEY INSIGHTS
One of the most well-established findings in behavioral economics is that changing default options 
changes behavior. With respect to savings behaviors, changing retirement savings plans from opt-in 
enrollment structures to opt-out enrollment structures has been shown to lead to large increases in 
retirement (defined contribution plan) savings rates. However, relatively little research has been done 
concerning the effect of offering savings accounts that have the same opt-out structure as many 
retirement accounts. Similarly, there is limited research on the role that automatic transfers from 
checking account deposits to savings accounts can play in helping households build their emergency 
savings.
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https://www.usfinancialcapability.org/downloads/NFCS_2018_Report_Natl_Findings.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2020-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2019-dealing-with-unexpected-expenses.htm
https://watermark.silverchair.com/116-4-1149.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAs0wggLJBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggK6MIICtgIBADCCAq8GCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMNTZRmxXSjpa8M5DRAgEQgIICgCpYXGmDK4ZW_xffon9vkFRf-FSVc9KfSvQag6mD_lKQ0LBuwVnohhXUPJwar04PjP7Wyl987mupkhQONUezrybWpqRVaiNuuYGf8pNh2uvDeRyD0_QJYbsIisa9koWEYv4gWY00QWUyTLNFlryo7x1IRl5nRfvTOvSl5FtePPzUfns0fYqnMYNn9oRd-ghZHJo9S9yx_KCm8LqqdNZWuUG69cfQ3S9g7tGIPDwaZseGLY-VKgkg9uwbtGeQ9Y6PB4o_f7pWzG1_SASsx8aFUzomz3MXaM3xgRqP4Jw7gMwvpMmVUlQDEEk107qIR6nyvPU2HOS_YKBqaG3r0GdBz6LYZiRE6cyM8evp_03VLGSXyMNIA998EUsjrtUwCkQOCYf1I_8Lrl7HiZXUSqZEawZ6oJ36NbhF82i3f2YWZ1KZpkSdkB5DI1qSV-G_Ym3GECXvE7p83SzdtJL9FGZCQR_8UptnHxEtKKUSBUlN5Tn_WFdnYpyr8cD6UaE9ouuDr74hTsVKY7NZ0yF3swfBRBdpInGYyVV5SDBuOh8czh-w-1JqRgVCoHkL094REOJgyJ1ezchd7XIYugkcQ_fyFe7_s3wBOr6e1-TLxFPDG6KHuzo7fdUkzGAh7QRfnWN51b_IHlNB13CqAcRrDEmBYupSLObZWhxfTpUmcRvTRnlV6Szh7AWWwm51AoQXBAE21-9aV--Gg3Aq-YJIRyk82x7_k81UTKfwBRPFcQ7_XvN0j3ttroGgjrWNE0wY5SqtWKLLL1uYxWU4K-pcbb_PpPG0WqIovGDGQ0aZIAADzS8uo_Dec6kb4nQSPoEAONQtvGbISXqq3bqF__RiZErQdxs
https://watermark.silverchair.com/116-4-1149.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAs0wggLJBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggK6MIICtgIBADCCAq8GCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMNTZRmxXSjpa8M5DRAgEQgIICgCpYXGmDK4ZW_xffon9vkFRf-FSVc9KfSvQag6mD_lKQ0LBuwVnohhXUPJwar04PjP7Wyl987mupkhQONUezrybWpqRVaiNuuYGf8pNh2uvDeRyD0_QJYbsIisa9koWEYv4gWY00QWUyTLNFlryo7x1IRl5nRfvTOvSl5FtePPzUfns0fYqnMYNn9oRd-ghZHJo9S9yx_KCm8LqqdNZWuUG69cfQ3S9g7tGIPDwaZseGLY-VKgkg9uwbtGeQ9Y6PB4o_f7pWzG1_SASsx8aFUzomz3MXaM3xgRqP4Jw7gMwvpMmVUlQDEEk107qIR6nyvPU2HOS_YKBqaG3r0GdBz6LYZiRE6cyM8evp_03VLGSXyMNIA998EUsjrtUwCkQOCYf1I_8Lrl7HiZXUSqZEawZ6oJ36NbhF82i3f2YWZ1KZpkSdkB5DI1qSV-G_Ym3GECXvE7p83SzdtJL9FGZCQR_8UptnHxEtKKUSBUlN5Tn_WFdnYpyr8cD6UaE9ouuDr74hTsVKY7NZ0yF3swfBRBdpInGYyVV5SDBuOh8czh-w-1JqRgVCoHkL094REOJgyJ1ezchd7XIYugkcQ_fyFe7_s3wBOr6e1-TLxFPDG6KHuzo7fdUkzGAh7QRfnWN51b_IHlNB13CqAcRrDEmBYupSLObZWhxfTpUmcRvTRnlV6Szh7AWWwm51AoQXBAE21-9aV--Gg3Aq-YJIRyk82x7_k81UTKfwBRPFcQ7_XvN0j3ttroGgjrWNE0wY5SqtWKLLL1uYxWU4K-pcbb_PpPG0WqIovGDGQ0aZIAADzS8uo_Dec6kb4nQSPoEAONQtvGbISXqq3bqF__RiZErQdxs
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Through extensive conversations with credit union leadership, we identified several key priorities, 
including helping their members build financial resilience in order to avoid falling behind on their debt 
payments in the event of a negative financial shock like job loss. Many credit union members, like many 
households in the United States, often lack emergency savings to help them cover these shocks, which 
can then lead to financial risks to the members in the form of decreased credit scores, reduced access 
to credit, and repossession. These defaults also pose risks to the credit union itself, as their balance 
sheet is negatively impacted by loan defaults.

Building off existing experimental evidence on savings interventions and the insights of the credit union 
leadership, we designed the Rainy Day Savings Account (RDSA) to make building savings as easy and 
automatic as possible. This account works in conjunction with the credit union’s checking account 
— 2% of every deposit made by the credit union member into the checking account is automatically 
transferred to the RDSA.

EXPERIMENT
To test the impacts of the RDSA, our partner identified four similar credit union branches at which 
we could test the impact of the RDSAs. We then divided these branches into treatment and control 
branches. At the treatment branches, new credit union members who opened checking accounts were 
enrolled in the RDSA by default; that is, they had to opt-out of the RDSA. New members at the control 
branches were not enrolled in the RDSA nor were they informed of its existence.
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RESULTS
This quasi-experiment launched in September 2020 and enrollment is ongoing. Early results indicate 
that roughly 25% of credit union members who opened a checking account at one of the treatment 
branches also opened an RDSA as well. This study will be in the field for approximately six months, 
and measured outcomes will be drawn from credit union data and include savings account amounts, 
checking account amounts, account deposit and withdrawal frequency, and debt payment delinquency 
indicators.

   This project is in collaboration with the Social Policy Institute at Washington University  
in St. Louis.
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Decreasing Pain of Payment to 
Save While Paying Off Debt

BACKGROUND
Many individuals view paying off debt, saving, and building assets as consecutive steps towards 
financial wellbeing. In reality, though, individuals rarely have the luxury of tackling their financial goals 
one at a time. A 2020 report by LendingTree found that Americans hold a total of $1.2 trillion in auto 
loan debt, paying an average of $550 per month on new car loans. With auto loan terms stretching an 
average of 69 months for new car loans, and auto loan debt comprising just 10% of the total national 
household debt, waiting to save until one is completely debt free could mean waiting a very long time. 
And for the 37% of households who report being unable to cover a $400 financial shock with cash or its 
equivalent, often all it takes is one unexpected expense or emergency to fall off track and deeper into 
debt.

Having a cushion of savings makes it more likely for someone to successfully pay off debt and to build 
assets and savings, but saving while paying off debt is challenging. We partnered with Guadalupe 
Credit Union (GCU), a credit union serving low-income members in Santa Fe, New Mexico, to help 
members who take out a loan to open and save by contributing to a Pay Yourself First CD (PYFCD) 
while paying off their loan. The PYFCD is unique to other savings accounts in that it matches the 
interest rate of the member’s loan, meaning their savings will grow at the same percentage as their 
loan. Contributions to this CD cap at a maximum of 10% of each loan transfer, including both the loan 
principal and interest. 

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
To collect information specific to this context at Guadalupe Credit Union, we conducted a behavioral 
diagnosis of their PYFCD product. This diagnosis included building a detailed process map by analyzing 
administrative data and conducting qualitative interviews with frontline staff. The following barriers 
emerged as especially relevant: 

 » Members view a savings contribution equally as painful as a loan payment. Every time an 
individual parts with hard-earned money, even if this money is for their future selves, it inflicts 
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psychological pain. Members who are asked to sign up for another recurring payment into their 
savings immediately after discussing the recurring payment for their new loan feel a second 
instance of psychological pain. 

 » Members commonly budget in round numbers and lean towards them in both general use and 
under times of cognitive overload. 

 » Members do not consider the benefits of opening a PYFCD in the moment of decision making. 
There is a general tendency to be present biased and have disproportionately higher valuations 
of present benefits and extremely low valuations of future benefits. 

EXPERIMENT
We hypothesized that presenting the PYFCD as a default part of a members’ loan, rather than as an 
extra add-on, would increase the likelihood of enrollment and contribution to the PYFCD. By rounding 
up the payments to a round number, we hypothesized we could both decrease the psychological 
pain of payment and align with members’ existing mental budgeting strategies, since they have likely 
already mentally rounded up their loan payment. However, we were also curious about whether it was 
important that the higher number was round, like $250.00, or not, like $249.97 or $251.56. 

To test our hypotheses, we redesigned GCU’s loan payment form to offer the PYFCD bundled together 
with each loan. Rather than view and approve two separate payments, members were presented with 
one monthly payment amount and shown how the amount included payments both to their loan and to 
their PYFCD, should they choose to open it. We also triggered loss aversion by showing members the 
amount they were likely to have saved at the end of their loan if they signed up for the PYFCD.

To help loan officers remember to offer the PYFCD, we integrated the new payment calculations into 
the debt ratio calculator that GCU team members already use and held training sessions on how 
to introduce the program to members. When members applied for a new loan, they were randomly 
assigned to see one of three different forms, where the only thing that varied was the round-up amount. 
The conditions were balanced such that on average, members would save about the same amount 
regardless of whether their payment was round or specific.
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Specific 9.4% condition: Loan + PYFCD payments are presented as a specific number (9.4% of the 
member’s loan principal and interest is calculated).

Specific 10% condition: Loan + PYFCD payments are presented as a specific number (the 
maximum 10% of the member’s loan principal and interest is calculated). 
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Round condition: Loan + PYFCD payments are presented as 10% of the member’s loan principal and 
interest rounded down to the nearest $5.00. 

RESULTS
We ran our intervention for 12 months, collecting data from 1610 new loans at GCU branches. When 
we began our experiment, there were 356 open PYFCDs throughout the history of the product. In the 12 
months that we ran our intervention, members opened 690 new PYFCDs, nearly doubling the previous 
total number of PYFCDs. When our redesigned forms were used, 42% of members opted to open a 
PYFCD and save off of their loan. These 690 members will save an average of $1,872 each by the end 
of their loan. Overall, these members will have a combined total of $1,829,967 in savings by the end of 

their loans. 
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We found no significant difference between our conditions. Around 42% of members chose to open 
a PYFCD regardless of whether their payment was presented as a round or specific number. This 
might be because the details of the transfer amount do not seem salient for the member at the time of 
signing the loan. They may not be thinking of how the payments will fit into their monthly budgets as 

they make the decision about whether to open a PYFCD.

At the time of our analysis, 78% of the members who chose to open a PYFCD had an active CD 
account. Six percent of members had matured CDs, taking home an average of $1,566 per account. 
Only 15% of members had chosen to close their CD prematurely. 

We found that as loans got bigger, members were statistically significantly less likely to open a PYFCD. 
Similarly, projected amount saved and acceptance rate were significantly negatively correlated: as 
the amount to be saved grew larger, people were less likely to open a PYFCD. This could be because 
members taking out larger loans may have less money to spare for the PYFCD. It may also seem 
intimidating to lock a larger amount of money away until the end of a loan. It’s possible that savings 
mechanisms that bundle together savings with payments might be best suited for smaller dollar loans. 
Similarly, credit score was a significant predictor of PYFCD status, with participants with lower credit 
scores tending to close their CDs earlier and more frequently than participants with higher credit scores 
(p<0.04***, α = 0.05). It may be that bundling loan payments with a CD is a savings mechanism that 
works best for those with higher credit scores, who may be better able to participate in less liquid forms 
of savings such as putting money into a CD and waiting for it to mature.
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While we failed to see any evidence that rounding up a loan payment affects uptake of this savings 
product, this experiment did demonstrate the importance of creating smart defaults and embedding 
savings into existing processes. Thanks to thoughtfully crafted defaults, Guadalupe Credit Union’s new 
automobile loans are encouraging nearly half of new borrowers to begin a savings habit and start to 
build their financial cushions. At scale, Guadalupe Credit Union can expect to help nearly 700 members 
a year stow away almost $2,000 in savings each by the end of their loan terms.
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Bundling Savings With Loans: 
Saving While You Pay Off Debt

 
BACKGROUND
People commonly approach the dual problems of paying down debt and building savings in a linear 
way. First, the common thinking goes, you should pay off all your debts. Once you’re free of the 
expensive interest and monthly payments, you can focus on building savings. However, according to 
the Federal Reserve’s 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances, over 75% of Americans have some form of 
debt, and the average amount of debt measures in the tens of thousands: to focus solely on paying 
down debt might mean putting off saving for a very long time. And living without the safety net of an 
emergency fund means being at risk of falling into deeper debt when an expense comes up that you 
don’t have the funds saved to cover.

For this reason, the Common Cents Lab is keenly interested in investigating different ways to bundle 
savings products with loans, to encourage consumers to save while they pay down debt. In 2016, we 
partnered with FinTech startup EarnUp to help Americans pay off their home mortgages faster and 
increase long-term savings. Using small messaging tweaks, we tried to encourage EarnUp users to 
add more money to their mortgage payment each month, an action that ultimately leads to less total 
interest paid and a shorter loan term. Knowing that people find round numbers more appealing, we 
asked one group to round up their mortgage payment to a round number, and another group to simply 
overpay on their mortgage. We found that ‘round up’ framing increased the number of people who 
opted in by 3.1%. Read the full case study in our 2016 Annual Report.

In 2020, we began planning to replicate and extend this research in partnership with Inclusiv, a national 
nonprofit organization that provides capital, builds capacity, develops innovative products and services, 
and advocates for community development credit unions (CDCUs). Inclusiv’s national network of 
CDCUs serves over 11 million residents of low-income urban, rural and reservation-based communities 
across the US and provides access to a large base of members to help us learn more about the most 
effective way to help members save money while paying down debt.
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HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
Replicating results is an important part of the research process. By re-running experiments in new 
settings and with new populations, we can see if results hold true across a variety of contexts. This 
allows us to state with confidence that new credit unions can introduce the same intervention and get 
the same results, without having to test each time to be sure.

We began with a review of our work on other bundled savings programs at credit unions, such as 
our work with Latino Community Credit Union (LCCU) in 2017. Back then, we looked at background 
research like our project with EarnUp to determine how to frame savings to appeal to people taking 
out new loans. We developed a set of recommendations for LCCU, such as presenting payments in 
round numbers and bundling savings with the price of the loan in order to reduce the pain of paying 
associated with the decision. Harnessing the power of defaults by presenting the product as opt-out, 
rather than opt-in, also helped inform our design for LCCU’s savings program. Finally, in our work with 
LCCU we highlighted the amount members would have saved at the end of their loan if they remained 
in the program. We theorized that emphasizing this amount would trigger loss aversion and encourage 
uptake of the program. 

Using that work as a basis, we set out to replicate our project with EarnUp within a new context: 
automobile loans taken out at credit unions within Inclusiv’s network. We are building off our work 
with LCCU, using elements such as loss aversion and opt-out framing to create an attractive savings 
opportunity across conditions. Given the combined insights from EarnUp and existing literature 
on rounding, we want to test if rounding loan payments to psychologically pleasing numbers can 
encourage people to save more effectively than simply asking them to save. We plan to find out by 
presenting revised versions of EarnUp conditions to members of several credit unions from Inclusiv’s 
nationwide network.

Conditions

https://advanced-hindsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2017-Common-Cents-Lab-Report-509.pdf
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EXPERIMENT
To satisfactorily extend our original research and allow us to understand how the intervention is 
received in different geographical regions, we assembled a selection of credit unions in different 
locations across the United States. To address our limited sample in the first iteration of the 
experiment, we hope to collect data from over 4,000 new auto loans across all credit unions. In 
partnership with those credit unions and Inclusiv, we will present members taking out new loans with 
revised versions of the bundled savings offer. We plan to measure both uptake rates and longevity of 
savings deposits, to learn more about what type of offer is more likely to attract attention and more 
likely to result in actual money saved.

RESULTS
We are currently onboarding credit unions and are looking forward to rolling the experiment out in 2021.
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Building a Better Automatic 
Savings Tool 

BACKGROUND
Building short-term savings is an incredibly important part of staying financially healthy. Yet it is 
something that many Americans struggle to do—according to the Federal Reserve’s 2019 Survey of 
Household Economics and Decisionmaking, at the end of 2019, 37% of Americans reported that they 
could not cover a $400 expense using cash or a credit card paid off at the end of the month. 

One of the easiest ways to save is to do so without even noticing. So-called ‘set it and forget it’ 
automatic contribution rules work well because they operate in the backgrounds of our lives—savings 
quietly accumulate without the need to make repeated difficult decisions to save. However, these 
automatic savings tools are not readily accessible to everyone. Variable income in particular can make 
it difficult to choose to save automatically—and at the end of 2019, 30% of workers had income that 
varied month to month.

To better understand how to maximize the usefulness of an automatic savings tool for the greatest 
number of people, we partnered with Inclusiv, a national nonprofit organization that provides capital, 
builds capacity, develops innovative products and services, and advocates for community development 
credit unions (CDCUs). Inclusiv’s national network of CDCUs serves over 11 million residents of low-
income urban, rural and reservation-based communities across the US. Through our partnership, we 
plan to design, build, launch and study an automatic savings feature intended to meet the needs of LMI 
populations.

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
To design an automatic savings tool that would be useful for the users of Inclusiv’s credit unions, we 
first looked at saving tools currently offered in the financial world. One of the most common short-term 
savings methods is setting up a flat transfer amount on a fixed day of the month to transfer money 
from a deposit amount into a savings account. But researchers have suggested that paycheck splitting, 
a common and highly effective retirement savings tool where a predetermined portion of a users’ 
paycheck is parceled into savings, may be very effective for building short-term savings as well.
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https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2020-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2019-executive-summary.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2020-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2019-executive-summary.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2020-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2019-preface.htm
https://consumerfed.org/elements/www.consumerfed.org/file/Emergency_Savings_Survey_Analysis_Nov_2008.pdf
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Through a survey we conducted with Inclusiv last year, we found that variable income was a large 
barrier to setting up contributions based on paychecks—nearly one third of respondents who didn’t 
set up paycheck savings stated that they just weren’t sure how much they would be able to save from 
paycheck to paycheck. These are individuals who may be interested in using an automatic saving 
tool, but who need one that is designed to work with their lives. Inclusiv and CCL decided to focus on 
developing an easy, automatic credit-union based tool that offers different ways of building short-term 
savings using paycheck splitting and flat transfer amounts.

EXPERIMENT
With these insights in mind, we focused on building a tool designed to help credit union members 
build savings and help us understand uptake, dropout rates and savings outcomes associated with 
variants on an automatic savings tool. To test the effect of different types of automatic savings 
tools, users at Inclusiv’s credit unions will see a pop-up notice upon login asking if they would like to 
set up an automatic savings rule. Half of our participants will be asked to designate a percentage 
of each paycheck to save. The other half will be asked to set up a recurring transfer to savings on a 
custom basis, such as once a week or once a month. We hope to understand how uptake and savings 
outcomes are affected by the type of automatic savings tool offered. 

Experimental conditions

RESULTS
Currently we are preparing to roll the savings tool out among several of Inclusiv’s credit unions to 
maximize the reach of this experiment and better understand which tool works better for whom. We 
expect to launch in Q1 of 2021 and see results by end of Q2 of 2021.
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Increasing Deposits Among 
Check Cashers, Again

BACKGROUND
In 2016, the Latino Community Credit Union partnered with Common Cents to find ways to help 
members manage their cash flow by increasing short- and long-term savings. In particular, LCCU 
wanted a way to encourage their members to save a portion of their paychecks, rather than cashing the 
full amount. The result, a check cashing slip behaviorally designed to encourage savings, led 9.26% of 
members in the treatment conditions to save part of their paycheck—an average of $169 in savings per 
member. Read about the first project in our 2016 Annual Report.

In 2020, saving feels more important than ever. 53% of Americans report not having a sufficient 
emergency fund, and 49% expected to live paycheck-to-paycheck even before the financial effects of 
the Coronavirus pandemic were felt in the United States. Unfortunately, those who manually cash their 
paycheck cannot participate in automatic saving or paycheck splitting programs that make it easier 
to save. To encourage saving among this group, we began planning to launch a new intervention that 
aims to replicate and extend our former paycheck research with new populations. We partnered with 
Inclusiv, a national nonprofit organization that provides capital, builds capacity, develops innovative 
products and services, and advocates for community development credit unions (CDCUs). Inclusiv’s 
national network of CDCUs serves over 11 million residents of low-income urban, rural and reservation-
based communities across the US, including Puerto Rico. Together, we are developing a new version of 
the behaviorally-informed check cashing slip to roll out in Inclusiv credit unions across the US.

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
Replicating an experiment does more than deliver 
the benefits to a new population. By testing if 
experimental results hold true in new settings and with 
new populations, we gain a deeper confidence in the 
generalizability of our results—whether the effect is likely 
to occur in a variety of contexts with a variety of people. 
After successfully replicating results across a variety 
of contexts, we can feel confident that our intervention 
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generally works. This allows us to recommend more credit unions introduce the intervention in the 
future without having to test it every time.

We began our replication work with an in-depth review of our 2016 project with LCCU. Then, several 
rounds of interviews and data analysis on check cashing patterns found that many members use 
shortcuts to decide how much to deposit into their savings account—for example, what they have 
left by the time they receive their next check, or their smallest check if they have multiple sources of 
employment. CCL decided to try to further increase shortcuts to savings among check-cashers by 
redesigning a check cashing slip to include smart defaults, pain of paying, and opportunity costs. CCL’s 
goal was to increase the number of people who desposited at least a percentage of their paycheck into 
their account, rather than cashing the full amount.

To extend our research and possibly amplify the effect, we made modifications to the check cashing 
slip. First, we decided to change the default amount to save—back in 2016, we theorized that the 50% 
default we chose at the time may have been discouragingly out of reach for many would-be savers. 

We also simplified the forms and plan to test them at credit unions that already use a deposit slip. By 
embedding our intervention into an existing process, rather than introducing a new step into a process, 
we hope to make our redesigned check cashing slips easier and more natural for credit unions to 
continue to use even after our experiment ends. 

EXPERIMENT
To test how the intervention works in new enviroments with new demographics, we selected credit 
unions carefully for inclusion. We decided to include a wide selection of Inclusiv’s cooperitivas in 
Puerto Rico, where a large portion of members do not have direct deposit set up and come in person 
on payday to cash their checks. We also selected credit unions in the south and northwest of the 
contiguous United States to capture geographical differences.  

As in our 2016 research, we plan to roll out the slips in select branches in our participating credit 
unions. When members come to cash checks in person, they will see and fill out out one of several 
versions of the slips. We plan to track how often members of each condition decide to deposit a portion 
of their paycheck into savings, and how large those deposits tend to be.
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RESULTS
We are currently onboarding credit unions for inclusion in the project. We plan to roll the experiment out 
in 2021.
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Partner Type:  

Tech
Partner Cohort:  

2020
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

In Design

Prompting Savings with  
Financial Health Scoring

BACKGROUND
In a recent national survey of Americans at all income levels, three out of four households  reported 
having experienced financial insecurity of some kind, and a staggering 85% believed that financial 
insecurity can happen to people, regardless of income. People are profoundly aware of their need for 
financial resiliency, and yet remain vulnerable to financial shocks. While many people think this is due 
to low financial literacy, the growing consensus is to move toward providing relevant information, in a 
meaningful format, at a moment that encourages action. 

Common Cents Lab collaborated with MX, a financial software provider, on a new feature in their 
comprehensive financial health product, FinStrong. FinStrong analyzes a user’s financial data to give 
feedback on how a user is doing and identify actions the user can take to improve their financial 
wellbeing. The new feature, a carousel, identifies and prioritizes a clear, actionable next step from 
within a user’s financial sub-goals, giving the action prominence and removing the need for a user to 
deliberate about what to do next, and coupling that next step with praiseworthy aspects of their current 
financial health to highlight progress already made.

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
Past research suggests there are several behavioral biases that might discourage users from taking an 
optimal next step, or even any next step, toward financial health when presented with a comprehensive 
list of possibilities, including:

 » Choice overload: that we can have a difficult time making a decision when faced with too 
many options. Researcher Sheena Iyengar and her colleagues investigated this phenomenon in 
the financial domain through retirement account participation. Using data from nearly 800,000 
employees, Iyengar’s results confirmed that participation in 401(k) plans was higher in plans 
offering a handful of funds, as compared to plans offering ten or more options. When placed in 
an environment with many options, a user may decide to make no choice at all.

https://buildcommonwealth.org/publications/perceptions-of-financial-insecurity-in-america/download
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Wei_Jiang33/publication/237792043_How_Much_Choice_Is_Too_Much_Contributions_to_401K_Retirement_Plans/links/558bf1ad08ae591c19d92066/How-Much-Choice-Is-Too-Much-Contributions-to-401K-Retirement-Plans.pdf
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 » Competing goals: that we tend to lessen our intention toward outcomes when focusing on 
multiple goals, especially in goals involving limited resources like money. Researchers Soman 
and Zhao found in experiments with savings that having multiple saving goals led to decision 
difficulty and choice deferral, whereas having a single goal, or what Soman and Zhao call goal 
singularity, led to an implementation mindset and action orientation. 

With the inclusion of the carousel, Common Cents Lab and MX are seeking to remove those behavioral 
barriers by prioritizing and prominently highlighting the best next step from the comprehensive list of 
options below. Users still have access to their full FinStrong summary, but with the additional benefit 
of the carousel decluttering and prioritizing an actionable next step for them. The team believes the 
inclusion of the carousel will increase a user’s willingness to click into their prioritized next step to learn 
more and, ultimately, take action. 

EXPERIMENT
To test the value of the carousel to FinStrong users, CCL and MX designed an experiment to compare 
it against the current layout. As users enter FinStrong, they will be randomly assigned to one of two 
conditions, which they will continue to see throughout the experiment every time they use FinStrong:

 » Control: the current version of FinStrong, or 

 » Treatment: a version that includes the carousel. 

Because FinStrong prioritizes emergency savings as the first step toward financial health, this 
experiment will measure savings behaviors prompted by carousel next steps against the savings 
behaviors of FinStrong users without the carousel to simplify their decision. The team will also measure 
FinStrong platform data to demonstrate users’ willingness to click into next step prompts, whether 
through the carousel or the comprehensive list.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1509/jmr.10.0250
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1509/jmr.10.0250
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RESULTS
This experiment is scheduled to launch in Q1 2021 and will be in the field until 1,400 unique users have 
participated.  
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Partner Type:  

Tech
Partner Cohort:  

2020
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

In Design

Designing a Savings  
Program for Taxi Drivers

BACKGROUND
Saving through formal financial mechanism is a challenge for many Mexicans. According to the latest 
reports, while the share of people with a financial account rose from 44.1% in 2015 to 47.1% in 2018, 
the share of people saving in a financial institution decreased from 14.5% in 2014 to 9.8% in 2017. 
Moreover, the latest financial inclusion survey in Mexico shows that at least 63% of Mexicans use 
some form of informal mechanism to save (homemade lock boxes, piggybanks, Tandas, or other social 
mechanisms). 

Source: BBVA Research and ENIF 2018.

Saving through formal mechanisms is particularly difficult for low-income households, who face limited 
options of formal saving products, harsher requirements and cultural barriers. Working closely with 
New Ventures Group, we partnered with NatGas, a company that converts cars from petrol fuel to 
natural gas and works mostly with taxi drivers. NatGas’ mission is to improve the overall wellbeing of 
taxi drivers in Mexico. By using natural gas, drivers save approximately USD$ 170-200 per month. While 
initially drivers pay back the installation costs by increasing the gas liter price they pay (i.e., if a driver 
pays $15 pesos per gas liter, $10 pesos go towards paying for gas and $5 pesos go towards paying 
back the installation costs), after repayment is complete taxi drivers have an opportunity to build up 
savings for emergencies and other financial goals. 

https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/sites/globalfindex/files/countrybook/Mexico.pdf
https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/sites/globalfindex/files/countrybook/Mexico.pdf
https://www.gob.mx/cms/uploads/attachment/file/414831/Cuadr_ptico_2018_verimpresa.pdf
https://www.bbvaresearch.com/publicaciones/mexico-enif-2018-63-2-usan-ahorro-informal-70-2-usan-creditos-informales/
https://main.nvgroup.org/
https://www.natgas.com.mx/home
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In an attempt to help their clients build more savings, NatGas is considering launching a savings 
program, where clients can choose a goal and save towards it, using the gas top-up mechanism 
installed in their cars. The program would require a one-time behavior (sign-up for the program) and 
savings would be done automatically every time taxi drivers fill their gas tank (i.e. if they pay 15 pesos 
per gas liter: 10 pesos towards paying for gas and 5 pesos towards their savings account). 

However, while NatGas navigates regulations for the program approval, we decided to test this concept 
with a different product that was recently launched: “Apartadito Impúlsate”. This product uses the same 
top-up mechanism, and lets users prepay for purchasing car tires or cellphones interest-free. When a 
user reaches the amount necessary to purchase the chosen product or products (their goal), they can 
decide to go through with their purchase, to withdraw their money in full or to buy a cheaper alternative 
and receive a reimbursement. 

In this sense, we are exploring if NatGas clients would be interested in enrolling in “Apartadito” with a 
saving objective and, for those who enroll, we are exploring how we can motivate them to choose a 
higher savings goal. 

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
In early 2020, we helped NatGas design a user survey that was sent to ~300 of their clients to explore 
their current savings behaviors. The most important insights we found were: 

 » While 80% of participants save money on a daily or weekly basis, most of them don’t recognize 
themselves as “savers”, associating “saving” with higher incomes. For them, their behavior 
is described as “putting money aside” or “separating for financial goals”. Past research by 
Benjamin and collaborators has shown how certain aspects of identity can influence people’s 
decisions. 

 » Their most important savings goals are car emergencies (their source of income), health 
emergencies and family education. 

 » From those who save money, half of them save through formal institutions and half using 
informal mechanisms. In both cases, they value highly trusting the saving mechanism and 
having access to their funds. 

 » Taxi drivers rely on a daily mental accounting; they split their earnings, expenses and saving 
goals into daily amounts. This aligns with previous research by Camerer and collaborators, 
which found that taxi drivers tend to segregate their earnings at a daily level and that they stop 
driving when they reach a daily earning goal. 

Taking into account barriers to transition from informal to formal savings, we decided to focus on 
leveraging taxi drivers’ current savings behavior and identity as a way to overcome the belief that 
savings is a “high-income” behavior. We hypothesize that by highlighting the opportunity to save with 

https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.100.4.1913
https://watermark.silverchair.com/112-2-407.pdf?token=AQECAHi208BE49Ooan9kkhW_Ercy7Dm3ZL_9Cf3qfKAc485ysgAAAsYwggLCBgkqhkiG9w0BBwagggKzMIICrwIBADCCAqgGCSqGSIb3DQEHATAeBglghkgBZQMEAS4wEQQMpgbDVUgFNvQVTlpVAgEQgIICeWUnMkbvKvLAwlPB6rTa8pRRCLpT_d2HZ0UheN-Y0JLfDyIvu41B2nxetlafmG9ReFKMFLfyM33dP4eu2ftVbDauaBylZTs2vTxFIEIBOiL3q_dntLmceqhPOuR-jyLvCz89TjZxJ04oOpwtK8MPk_7Yzdh08SyN7qoJwhPZvfhjz4XA9eJKU7KyLYcLWmYdUluLzUMjlHBBRVhI6_DV4cUupd7zPZsvy8GM7IvSIM4nrhkY8Xdk9hryPvlP6YV6Z5KFcdT651Rc5aZEhXVkFkivbYfoBROtouuTff2JVZxxVGIgf-fCUIL2JRnLatFNxEDufcoY1PmDXLjvxH0mUR5SxDK526jEliK35Vi0rpo3gbsfRsgAed6w3BpD7T7zWJHgHPWNzQ5Bfjk7WCA7_qE3wbghcYsrNzjsRwirMecb0EW7GnhDPsSy4aDUPz14q5dgjaA0Yl2HF3Iqb-xtmhxVxVe0Cb_R-tjX7PEpNhj1MoAQ-1olvdgA5mMxD_ROjHEYFcuPbN2ZmoYtmyXJxV3Q_d0gvHeMTLl369fyRRWpuHcXO2fsGysHdpo8BpOiqqNbZu51NtvbVPwxvwVgG8E5NXGUpdS91jFmQRMIEA1ZUC0Vdmkny9v_9XnroSKLSzQEyJSsBxn5a1awioOzuHsYWYMmxBPASsJEZ4-_NBB4CmVuKCSzhMyrPTP_DvTRDq7NLPgSi5Bl3BHg3_vpmPRjz3uaLrhN21pY64HCKTYKgLliOStWPa8SJg-6wdWCjkLhZge8p0M8clWO_PL5g80QCObJPfiv-7EpOXAKoR1aB3LNzORz_mZzxJ_9vnIS6kkTdlYt8jzMzQ
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“Apartadito” and by reframing their current behaviors (using natural gas to save money, putting money 
aside on a daily basis for goals) NatGas clients will be more motivated to enroll in this program.  
Moreover, we will test if including anchors in the enrollment process encourages them to choose a 
more ambitious goal.

EXPERIMENT
We are currently designing two studies aiming to change our two key behaviors:

1. Study 1 will focus on reframing their current behavior using text messages. The sample 
includes ~13,000 taxi drivers who will receive either a control text message or a behaviorally 
informed text message prompting them to enroll in “Tu Apartadito”. We will measure their 
intention to enroll by responding to the SMS and their actual enrollment. 

2. Study 2 will aim to motivate clients to choose a higher savings goal. We are exploring whether 
we can use anchors or decoys during the enrollment process, or if we can provide them with 
a financial incentive. Since clients can always choose to withdraw their money and are not 
obligated to purchase a set of tires, we are confident that this intervention will not hurt their 
financial health in any way. 

RESULTS 
We expect to launch both experiments by Q1 2021 and start analyzing towards the end of the quarter. 
These results will be a starting point for NatGas to inform the design and implementation of the future 
savings product for their clients. 

   This project is in collaboration with New Ventures Group.
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Prompting in Onboarding to 
Increase Emergency Savings

BACKGROUND
Setting aside money for unanticipated expenses is a key component of financial health; it allows 
households to meet unexpected expenses without relying on expensive credit or fees. 

Studies find that many Americans are lacking emergency savings; a 2019 study estimated that 53% 
of US households don’t have an emergency savings account. Qapital, a mobile banking app, allows 
its users to create personalized financial goals and save towards those goals using automated 
rules. Historically, emergency savings has only been around 4% of the Qapital goals for which users 
save, coming in behind travel, general savings, and debt, which account for more than half of the 
goals. During the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, there was a near five-fold increase of new users with 
emergency savings goals, but there is still a large room for improvement. 

We partnered with Qapital to see if we could encourage more new Qapital users to set up an 
Emergency Savings goal with a prompt at onboarding. 

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
There were several ideas from behavioral science that we incorporated into our prompt design. 

 » Use defaults to signal norms. Research by McKenzie, Liersch and Finkelstein demonstrate that 
one mechanism in which defaults change behavior is by indicating to users the recommended 
course of action. We only let users skip setting up the emergency fund goal if they clicked 
“I already have an emergency fund.” The options create a norm that users should have 
Emergency Savings, whether in the app or elsewhere.

 » Make it easy. Rather than asking users to create an emergency savings goal themselves, the 
prompt would create the goal for them with one click. Like participants in a study by Beshears 
and others on simplifying the retirement savings action to a single yes/no decision, this one-
click option made it very fast and simple to set up the goal and start saving for it; users didn’t 
have to make choices on what to save or how.  

We thought that these features in the prompt would encourage a lot more users to save for 
emergencies. 

Partner Type:  

Tech
Partner Cohort:  

2017
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

Completed

https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2019/10/unlocking-potential-emergency-savings-accounts.doi.10.26419ppi.00084.001.pdf
https://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/ppi/2019/10/unlocking-potential-emergency-savings-accounts.doi.10.26419ppi.00084.001.pdf
https://advanced-hindsight.com/blog/reducing-covid-19-risks-from-hand-washing-to-emergency-savings/
https://advanced-hindsight.com/blog/reducing-covid-19-risks-from-hand-washing-to-emergency-savings/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-9280.2006.01721.x
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-9280.2006.01721.x
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-9280.2006.01721.x
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167268112000583?casa_token=kdNb9q_vz6QAAAAA:DP_Xie0f7fAz9rPxv7PsYEhkC5hz8TL_LPAoNANjMgapVNjKS6dKkQEtoMvU-6_BzKVzlaNs
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167268112000583?casa_token=kdNb9q_vz6QAAAAA:DP_Xie0f7fAz9rPxv7PsYEhkC5hz8TL_LPAoNANjMgapVNjKS6dKkQEtoMvU-6_BzKVzlaNs
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In addition to testing whether prompting users to create emergency savings goals was effective, we 
wanted to see the impact of different suggested target amounts. 

Research on goals by Soman and Cheema suggests that the difficulty of goals impacts our likelihood of 
taking up the goal as well as our progress on the goal; difficult goals are seen as more important than 
easy goals, but goals must feel attainable for us to pursue. We hypothesized that users may be more 
motivated to pursue the emergency goal when prompted for the $100 target than the $500 target, since 
the $100 might feel more attainable.

EXPERIMENT
We tested if a prompt to create an “emergency fund” goal in the Qapital app would increase the number 
of users with an emergency savings goal. New Qapital users were randomly assigned to one of three 
conditions: 

1. Control condition: No prompt, 

2. Treatment 1: A prompt condition with $100 target, and 

3. Treatment 2: A prompt with a $500 target. 

Users in the two prompt conditions would log into a flow with the emergency fund prompt, giving them 
an option to automatically create an “Emergency Fund” goal with a “Set and Forget Rule” that would 
transfer a defined amount into the goal each week. Both users in the control group and users that 
declined the initial offer to set up an emergency fund goal could later set up an emergency savings goal 
on their own.

https://www-2.rotman.utoronto.ca/facbios/file/goals.pdf
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RESULTS
Over 6,500 Qapital users were part of the experiment to increase emergency savings goals with 
approximately 2,200 users per condition. Prompting users to create an emergency fund had a 
significant impact on the proportion of users that had an emergency savings goal with Qapital: the 
percentage of users with emergency savings goals in the prompt conditions were more than double the 
users with emergency savings goals in the control condition! There were no significant differences in 
the proportion of users with emergency savings goals between the $100 prompt and the $500 prompt 
conditions. The target amount may not have made a difference in take-up rate because the amount 
was not very prominent in the prompt or neither amount seemed particularly difficult to the users. In 
fact, in the control group, users who set emergency savings goals set targets of $3,000, $1,000, and 
$500. This suggests that the perceived difficulty of the target amounts in our treatment groups was 
likely not a factor.

In addition to having a higher take-up rate, we also found that users that had been prompted were more 
likely to actually contribute funds toward their goal. Within the 3-month observation period, only 18% 
of users with emergency savings goals in the Control group saved toward their goal versus 24% and 
26% of the users in the $100 and $500 prompts, respectively. It’s possible that the prompt provided a 
norm that increased the importance of the goal for the user. There were not differences in the median 
amounts saved between the three groups.   
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Partner Type:  

Credit Union
Partner Cohort:  

2016
Project Type:  

Field Pilot
Project Status:  

In Design

Helping Credit Union Members 
Meet their Short- and Long-Term 

Financial Goals
BACKGROUND
Like approximately 25% of non-retired Americans, many Self-Help Credit Union (SHCU) members are 
not currently saving for retirement. Saving for retirement can be made difficult by the myriad options 
available, but can be made even more difficult when you can’t keep up with regular, unexpected 
expenses. In fact, even among those who do save for retirement, at least 25% of workers surveyed have 
taken some form of early withdrawal or loan from their 401(k) plan, tapping into it to meet their short-
term needs or emergencies and often incurring additional taxes and early withdrawal fees. 

We recognize that both emergency savings and long-term retirement savings are critical pillars 
of financial health, but many people find it difficult to feel successful at either one, let alone both. 
The current state of short- and long-term savings in the United States means that many American 
families are underpreparing for retirement while also struggling to save for commonplace unexpected 
expenses.

To assist SHCU members in both accruing short-term savings and building retirement funds for their 
future, we partnered with the credit union to develop a hybrid savings account that allows members to 
achieve both types of financial goals. Nicknamed a “Now & Later Savings Plan” (and also known as a 
sidecar account), this savings mechanism smartly and automatically allocates each savings deposit 
into either short-term or long-term savings, depending on the current balance 
of the short-term savings account. This savings product is being developed 
with the goal of members to use the plan to accrue short-term savings to 
use when needed, and long-term savings for their future, rather than having 
to make a decision about which to prioritize.

KEY INSIGHTS
There are many reasons why people may not be saving for both short- and 
long-term financial goals. These reasons may have to do with insufficient 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/2019-report-economic-well-being-us-households-202005.pdf
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/benefits/pages/401k-leakage.aspx
https://www.aspeninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/FSP-Sidecar-Accounts-Brief.pdf
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income, but may also be due to a lack of properly structured, well-timed offers. Previous research 
has shown just how difficult these barriers can be to overcome and build savings. For instance, prior 
research has shown how having a single savings goal can lead to greater savings intentions and 
actual savings compared to having multiple savings goals. This psychological barrier, combined with 
the practical constraints of having to save for multiple goals (splitting income between spending, 
emergency savings, and long-term savings) can make retirement savings particularly difficult to start 
and build. 

Anecdotally, the Common Cents Lab heard feedback from Self-Help members who opted out of a 
previous retirement savings account offer that they weren’t able to sign up for retirement savings at the 
time because they still didn’t have enough in emergency savings. 

We sought to address this primary concern of having to choose between emergency- and long-term 
savings, and gauge interest in a hybrid savings account by offering this savings plan at SHCU branches. 
We have structured the savings plan to meet both financial goals, while also offering members specific 
options in setting it up by choosing how much money is transferred into their savings account(s). We 
will be testing take-up and savings rates of this savings plan at branches in the upcoming year.

Prior to launching the savings account product, we additionally tested what name of the hybrid 
savings account would be the clearest and most salient. Given that this is a fairly new type of savings 
mechanism and will be novel to most SHCU members, we ran a survey online across 250 individuals, 
requesting people to select which names offered would be the clearest and most appealing name of 
the account. The survey results indicated that “Now & Later Savings Account” was the clearest and 
most appealing name for the savings account. 

https://doi.org/10.1509/jmr.10.0250
https://advanced-hindsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Increasing-Long-Term-Savings.pdf
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EXPERIMENT
With SHCU, we designed the hybrid savings account so that members who open a retirement savings 
account first select how much money they would like automatically transferred each month into their 
savings. Money is initially directed into a short-term savings account until the balance hits $500, 
after which those transfers get directed to their long-term savings account. $500 was chosen as a 
‘switch point’ given research suggesting that nearly half of US households could not easily handle an 
emergency expense of $400.

The money in the short-term savings is always available for use, should an emergency expense appear, 
whereas the long-term savings has typical retirement penalties enforced. Importantly, when members 
dip into the short-term savings, their transfers get re-directed to replenish that account until it hits the 
$500 balance again. This allows members a liquid, accessible fund that they should feel free to use 
when an emergency expense arises, while also providing them a means to save towards retirement.

RESULTS
We anticipate launching the pilot for new members at select branches in Q3 of 2021 and hope to run 
the pilot for about 3 months before scaling to more branches and exploring mechanisms to drive 
uptake among existing members.

https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/2016-report-economic-well-being-us-households-201705.pdf
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Partner Type:  

Tech
Partner Cohort:  

2019
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

In Design

Designing the Optimal Savings 
Account for the Underbanked  

BACKGROUND
In 2019, Urban FT, a FinTech Core provider, launched the Community Access Program, a fully managed 
card service program for community banks that integrates with Urban FT’s digital banking and digital 
payment services. This program is designed to reach consumers and businesses that are typically 
underreached by financial institutions. 

We know that in 2019, 37% of adults in the US would not have the liquid cash to cover a $400 
unexpected expense. Furthermore, COVID-19 made the need for emergency savings incredibly salient. 

Together, Urban FT, Mastercard, and the Common Cents Lab embarked on the automated savings 
initiative—to design an intuitive and effective savings experience for low- to moderate-income (LMI) 
individuals by leveraging behavioral science research on goals, automated savings mechanisms, and 
pre-commitment devices. The automated savings initiative plans to pilot this savings experience within 
the Pioneer Card—a Mastercard® debit card designed for individuals with limited or poor credit history 
who may not be suited for traditional banking products. 

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
The Common Cents Lab began the discovery phase by compiling a list of research questions we 
wanted to answer as part of this initiative. Once we performed a literature review, as well as a review of 
secondary research, the following research questions emerged as our biggest gaps: 

 » What funding mechanisms are the most attractive to users?

 » How liquid should savings be to best meet users’ needs?

To address these gaps, CCL designed and conducted a survey on Mturk through Positly. The survey 
also sought to do some exploration into barriers to saving, past savings successes, and motivations to 
save. For more details on the survey design, population, and detailed findings, see page 171. High-level 
insights include: 

https://www.urbanft.com/X35-FinTech-Core.html
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190319005126/en/Urban-FT-Partners-ICBA-Bancard-Launch-Community
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/2019-report-economic-well-being-us-households-202005.pdf
https://advanced-hindsight.com/blog/reducing-covid-19-risks-from-hand-washing-to-emergency-savings/
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Funding mechanisms

 » Respondents found round-ups to be the most interesting automated funding mechanism. 

 » Paycheck splitting was seen as the most effective way to save regardless of employment 
status. 

 » LMI participants were more interested in round-up savings and less interested in paycheck 
splitting than non-LMI participants. 

 » Participants ranked “I did not have money left after paying for bills and necessities” as the 
biggest barrier to saving. This is consistent with a Commonwealth survey finding that 31% of 
low-wage employees saved only what was leftover at the end of the month. 

 » While overall interest in pre-commitment devices was low, participants did show a good 
amount of interest in using them to save for an emergency fund, specifically. This is consistent 
with research by Nava Ashraf, Dean Karlan, and Wesley Yin, in which only 28.4% of clients of a 
Philippine bank who were offered a pre-commitment savings product accepted the offer and 
opened the account. 

These survey findings demonstrated the importance of designing a savings product that provided 
multiple automated funding mechanisms—those like round-ups, which decrease the pain of paying, 
and those like paycheck splitting, which are typically more effective because they allow people to 
save money before they are tempted to spend it. The findings also made clear that if pre-commitment 
devices were included in the savings product, they ought to be flexible—users should be able to turn 
them on for some savings goals, and leave them off for others. 

These survey findings demonstrated the importance 
of designing a savings product that provided 
multiple automated funding mechanisms—

The Common Cents Lab also worked with Urban FT to identify the following cognitive biases that are 
likely barriers to saving for Pioneer cardholders:

 » Choice overload: According to research by Alexander Chernev, Ulf Bockenhold, and 
Joseph Goodman, we tend to have difficulty making choices when faced with many options, 
particularly when decisions are complex and existing preferences are uncertain. 

 » Competing goals: Multiple goals typically evoke trade-offs among competing goals, as 
demonstrated by Dilip Soman and Min Zhao.

https://buildcommonwealth.org/assets/downloads/Rise_with_the_Raise_Report.pdf
https://ashrafnava.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/tyingodysseus_qje.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/280711796_The_Pain_of_Paying
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1057740814000916?casa_token=zwT16xuF3YoAAAAA:XtW703WZxVABRu45jTkPyzkMbt4HVtoh2DhBXMt2Q15AuwzQImjEdPqH4LRMVAT6DHPqWy6iAA
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1057740814000916?casa_token=zwT16xuF3YoAAAAA:XtW703WZxVABRu45jTkPyzkMbt4HVtoh2DhBXMt2Q15AuwzQImjEdPqH4LRMVAT6DHPqWy6iAA
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1509/jmr.10.0250
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1509/jmr.10.0250
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 » Status quo bias: William Samuelson and Richard Zeckhauser have demonstrated that 
when faced with a decision, people have a tendency to do nothing, or maintain their current or 
previous decision.

 » Friction costs: People can be deterred from taking action by seemingly small barriers, as 
shown by Keith Hawton et. al. 

EXPERIMENT
We proposed three possible experiments that could be launched along with the savings pilot in summer 
of 2021, and are working with Urban FT to refine these possibilities and determine which experiment is 
technically feasible. Two of these experiment options build on our survey finding that respondents are 
most interested in round-ups as a saving mechanism, but understand that round-ups are not incredibly 
effective at helping them save meaningful amounts of money. The three proposed experiments are: 

 » When provided with a default automated funding mechanism for their first savings goal, for 
which funding mechanisms do people stick with the default, versus for which ones do they 
switch away?

 » When offered the choice between a simple round-up funding mechanism and progressive 
round-up funding mechanism, which do users prefer? 

 » When offered the choice between a simple round-up funding mechanisms, and either a 
progressive round-up funding mechanism or a super-charged round-up funding mechanism, 
which do users prefer? 

RESULTS
We anticipate sharing out the results in the 2021 Annual Report.

https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/rzeckhauser/files/status_quo_bias_in_decision_making.pdf
https://www.bmj.com/content/346/bmj.f403
https://www.bmj.com/content/346/bmj.f403
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Overcoming Income  
Accounting to Convert Credit 

Card Rewards to Savings
BACKGROUND
A nationwide survey polled more than 1,000 people age 18 and older with varying credit scores and 
number of cards and found that credit card rewards were perceived as the third largest benefit of credit 
cards (36% of respondents), right after having a cushion for emergencies (42%) and not having to carry 
around cash (38%). Credit card companies spent an average of $167 per rewards account in the year 
2018. Meanwhile, 39% of adults in the US would not have the liquid cash to cover a $400 unexpected 
expense. 

The opportunity seems simple—convince people to save their credit card rewards for when an 
unexpected expense comes up. However, research on “mental accounting” shows that people 
categorize and spend money differently depending on where it came from, and where it’s going. More 
specifically, people tend to match the seriousness of the source of a windfall with the use to which it 
is put. This poses challenges for getting people to save their credit card rewards, as rewards are often 
viewed as “found money” and consequently are spent on more frivolous, rather than serious purchases. 

To explore ways to overcome these challenges, the Common Cents Lab partnered with Virginia Credit 
Union (VACU) to run an experiment within the redemption portal of their Cash Rewards Mastercard®.  

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
We hoped that by making it both easier and more salient for consumers to redeem credit card rewards 
as savings, it could help people reframe the mental account with which they typically associate 
rewards. This, in turn, would make them more likely to use their rewards to build up savings, rather than 
spending them mindlessly. To try to increase the amount of cashback rewards cardholders redeemed 
into their savings account, we leveraged a few different behavioral science principles: 

 » Leverage defaults: Humans have a strong tendency to go with the default or pre-set option, 
since it is easy to do so. Making an option the default makes it more likely to be adopted. 

Partner Type:  

Credit Union
Partner Cohort:  

2019
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

In-Field

https://www.experian.com/blogs/ask-experian/survey-findings-how-do-consumers-feel-about-credit-cards/
https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_consumer-credit-card-market-report_2019.pdf
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/2019-economic-well-being-of-us-households-in-2018-dealing-with-unexpected-expenses.htm
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/(SICI)1099-0771(199909)12:3%3C183::AID-BDM318%3E3.0.CO;2-F?casa_token=pK1CxVc-ZbEAAAAA:UVxIb6gwrHdDtDbi5KFUqyceouh144tckBay-xGb_s6iFysl9FKBG22K6XT6WHz29CSzy5WYwjL_53Q
https://www.vacu.org/
https://www.vacu.org/
https://www.vacu.org/banking/credit-cards/cash-rewards-mastercard
https://www.nber.org/papers/w8651
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 » Provide an anchor: People tend to rely heavily on the first piece of information they are 
given about a topic. 

 » Decrease friction costs: The small, seemingly irrelevant details that make tasks more 
challenging and effortful can impact whether or not people perform a behavior. 

EXPERIMENT
We redesigned the savings portal, leveraging the principles above to: 

1. Make saving the default: We created an additional radio button for “Deposit to VACU 
savings,” which is pre-selected when a user lands on this page. This aims to both increase the 
saliency of this redemption option, as well as decrease the number of clicks needed to redeem.

2. Anchor on full amount: When “Deposit to VACU savings” is selected, the full amount of 
available rewards is auto-populated into the redemption amount. When another redemption 
option is selected, no amount is auto-populated, requiring users to make an active choice 
regarding how much they want to redeem. Research by John Beshears, James Choi, David 
Laibson, and Brigitte Madrian suggests that requiring an active choice slows the decision 
process and ultimately helps people make decisions that are more aligned with their true 
preferences. 

3. Leverage friction costs: We pulled this lever both ways, decreasing the friction to redeem to 
savings and increasing the friction to redeem through other methods. Because savings is the 
default selection option and the redemption amount is pre-populated, users could hit “Submit” 
and redeem their full rewards balance to savings in a single click. On the other hand, redeeming 
to a checking account or as a statement credit required selecting a different radio button, as 
well as entering a redemption amount before the “Submit” button became active. 

Individuals in a control group continued to see the portal as it was before the redesign, while individuals 
in the experimental study group saw the redesigned portal. We hypothesized that in the study group: 

1. More VACU Cash Rewards Mastercard® cardholders would redeem their earned cash rewards 
into their VACU savings account.

2. VACU Cash Rewards Mastercard® cardholders would redeem a higher proportion of their 
earned cash rewards into their VACU savings account.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1053535710001411?via%3Dihub
https://www.austaxpolicy.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Benzarti.pdf
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25473
https://www.nber.org/papers/w25473
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     Control                                          Experimental
 

RESULTS
This experiment was launched in October 2020 and is still in the field. It will run for approximately three 
months, or until a total of 2,000 participants (1,000 each in the control and experimental study groups) 
is reached. Results will be included in the 2021 Annual Report. 
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Partner Type:  

Credit Union
Partner Cohort:  

2019
Project Type:  

Field Study
Project Status:  

Discontinued

Encouraging Savings from 
Debt Consolidations and Loan 

Modifications
BACKGROUND
Many LMI households want to save but have difficulty finding slack in their budgets to dedicate to 
savings. Data from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that households with incomes in the 
lowest 20% spend an average of 72% of their income on housing, food and transportation versus 57% 
of income for households with the highest 20% of incomes. It would be so much easier to save if free 
money just appeared – money that isn’t already spoken for within an established budget. 

In fact, debt consolidations and loan modifications may create enough of a financial windfall for some 
households to be able to start saving. In an experiment that we ran with Digital Federal Credit Union 
(DCU), we found that 16% of people who were refinancing a loan wanted to save a portion of their 
payment difference. We partnered with Washington State Employees Credit Union (WSECU) to see if we 
could validate our DCU learning. WSECU call center staffers regularly modify loans or consolidate debts 
for members; the reductions in payments that members get from modifications or consolidations 
could be a potential source of short-term savings, as it may be that funds are not yet earmarked for 
other expenses. In an experiment with WSECU, call center staffers asked if members wanted to save a 
portion of their payment reductions when consolidating debt or modifying a loan. 

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
In our work for the DCU refinance to savings project, we identified a number of barriers:

 » Loss Aversion: One of the real challenges to saving is the loss aversion that people feel when 
spending money is directed toward savings. If they don’t yet have the opportunity reclassify 
payment reductions to another mental account, we can more easily help them allocate toward 
emergency savings.

 » Lack of attention to emergency savings: The call center employees can create a norm 
for members to save for emergencies when they suggest that the member use some of the 
payment reduction for savings; the norm alone could increase the number of members who 
save. 

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/cesmy.nr0.htm
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/cesmy.nr0.htm
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/cesmy.nr0.htm
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 » Friction: While employees highlight the importance of savings by giving the member more 
information, we know that information is unlikely to motivate action. In fact, in our work 
with DCU we found that the friction of setting up an automatic savings transfer, even after a 
member has expressed a desire to set up that transfer, can deter the best of intentions. It’s 
therefore important to minimize the actions that members need to take to save.

EXPERIMENT
WSECU call center employees were assigned to deliver one of two scripts: 1) a suggestion with 
information prompt and 2) a suggestion and offer to set up automatic transfer. When WSECU members 
initiated a loan modification or debt consolidation with the call center, they would hear one of the two 
scripts depending upon the condition to which their call center employee was assigned. The call center 
employee recorded how much reduction in payments was expected, if the member agreed to save for 
emergencies and whether they allowed the call center employee to set up automatic savings transfers.

RESULTS
After rolling out the experiment, we saw that the sample size was lower than the 700 members we had 
anticipated over a 3 -month period, with just 107 members in 4 months. Upon further investigation to 
understand the reduced sample size, we found that the employees were inconsistent in recommending 
the savings, and some expressed difficulty in fluidly incorporating the script into their process flow. 

Of the 107 loans where one of the scripts was used and the data were tracked, we found that 31% 
of members were willing to set up savings with two thirds of those members allowing the call center 
employee to set up automatic savings, and the median amount saved was $100. A greater proportion 
of members who received the prompt without the offer to set up automatic transfer said that they 
would save than members in the group with the offer (38% versus 25%). This result was not statistically 
significant and was likely driven by call center employee differences, since we see significant variation 
between employees. Therefore, we caution against making conclusions about effectiveness of this 
intervention without further testing. Ultimately, we stopped the experiment until we’re able to uncover 
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an easier way to incorporate it into the workflow of call center employees. Any future experiments 
should also randomize borrowers to different conditions with each call center employee changing the 
script they use based on the randomization to avoid employee-induced effects.
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Learning from the Lab: 
Understanding the Connection 

Between Perception of  
Financial Shocks and Short-term 

Savings Balances
BACKGROUND
Suggestions for short-term savings are everywhere you look for financial advice or tips and tricks. 
Financial advisors and experts recommend anywhere from having $1,000 in emergency savings to 10% 
of your income to up to eight months’ worth of living expenses to cover unexpected financial shocks. In 
spite of the ubiquity of suggestions to have short-term savings and these specific goals recommended, 
the vast majority of Americans are still not saving adequately to meet short-term needs or inevitable 
financial shocks. 

Recent research focusing on the bottom 30% of earners in the United States shows that having 
approximately $2,500—or around one month of income—in short-term savings is sufficient for buffering 
against financial hardship outcomes, such as being unable to pay rent or cover groceries. This amount 
is far less than the oft-quoted savings rules of thumb from financial advisors. However, this research 
also finds that these same households have a median of $82 in short-term savings. 

While there are many cash flow reasons that American households are not saving for sudden 
emergencies, including income insufficiency, there may also be psychological factors at work, such as a 
misperception of the frequency and average cost of these emergencies. For instance, if people believe 
that financial shocks will be very costly and frequent, the ostrich effect may lead them to not even begin 
saving at all since people may not feel they will ever be able to save enough in time. 

To investigate this, we are working with University of Colorado at Boulder to understand the connection 
between people’s perceptions of financial shocks and their savings behavior in an interactive online 
study. 

Partner Type:  

NA
Partner Cohort:  

NA
Project Type:  

Lab Study
Project Status:  

In Design

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3455696
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HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
In this study, we are examining whether people’s perceptions of financial shocks in an online interactive 
study will be associated with their savings behavior in the study. We are interested in exploring the 
following key questions:

1. Do people accurately perceive the frequency and average costs of financial shocks in the online 
interactive game? And is this perception correlated with savings behavior? 

2. Does being told the frequency and average costs of financial shocks affect behavior? In 
other words, will providing additional information ahead of time change how people save for 
emergencies?

3. Is real-life savings behavior correlated with perceptions of real-life financial shocks, leading 
people who overestimate the frequency and cost of financial shocks to under-save? While 
potentially counter-intuitive, it may be the case that individuals feel they will never be able to 
save “enough,” so they don’t bother saving at all—why deny yourself immediate gratification 
(not using money now in order to save) if your savings won’t actually be sufficient when the 
emergency comes? 

EXPERIMENT
We designed an online interactive study and survey where participants play a financial ‘game’ meant to 
resemble real life. In the game, participants earn income (“points”) through a job, pay bills, can save for 
the future in the game, can “spend” their points to save for their real-life pay bonus, and may encounter 
financial shocks of various sizes. As participants earn points through the jobs, they can decide whether 
to save for the future in the game (and thus avoid financial hardship when financial shocks hit) or 
decide to allocate the points to their final payout, which converts to a real-world bonus paid to them 
for their participation. While participants may be inclined to put more points into their final payout, this 
puts them at risk of not being able to afford financial shocks and going into bankruptcy in the game – 
preventing them from earning more points.

This game is meant to simulate real life, where we are constantly having to choose between short-term 
savings (saving for the future in the game) versus using money now for enjoyment or consumption 
(putting points into your final payout in the game). 
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The key test in this experiment is testing whether telling individuals about the frequency and size of 
financial shocks in the game affects behavior; does more information about emergencies change 
savings rates in the game? To test this, participants will be randomized to one of three groups: 

 » Treatment 1: Participants will be given a written description using percentages and a 
histogram illustrating the frequency of financial shocks. The written description will include 
language such as, “For example, 50% of unexpected expenses cost less than 50 points and 
only 5% of unexpected expenses cost more than 500 points.” 

 » Treatment 2: Participants will be given a written description using probabilities and a table 
illustrating the frequency of financial shocks. The written description will include language 
such as, “Unexpected expenses are much more likely to bankrupt you when you have very little 
in your savings account. For example, 25 out of 100 unexpected expenses will bankrupt you 
when you have 0 points in your savings account. By comparison, only 7 out of 100 unexpected 
expenses will bankrupt you when you have 150 points saved.”

 » Control: Participants will receive no information about the frequency and sizes of financial 
shocks.

After randomization, participants will play the game and have the opportunity to earn points. Following 
the game, participants will complete a survey that asks them about their perceptions of the financial 
shocks in the game (the frequency and size of shocks), and about their real-life finances, including 
savings and real-life financial shock experiences. 

We will examine whether being told about the likelihood of financial shocks—and the way in which 
participants were told—affects how they save in the game, and determine connections between their 
savings behavior in the game and their savings behavior in real life.

RESULTS
This study is currently in design and will be launched online in the Spring of 2021. 

   This project is in collaboration with the University of Colorado at Boulder.
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NA
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NA
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Project Status:  

Complete

Learning from the Lab: Applying 
the Messenger Effect to Short-

term Savings Behavior
BACKGROUND
It has been well documented over the years that Americans are chronically under-saving for unexpected 
expenses. Finding ways to encourage short-term savings will be critical in helping people address 
inevitable financial rainy days. While many nudges, tips, and tricks are being developed, it will be critical 
to understand how to best deliver them and the most effective messenger of these ideas and offers. 

Research suggests that who delivers a message, tip, or trick can change how that message is received. 
For example, people are more likely to respond favorably to a message that is delivered by experts 
or people they know and trust. In an online study, we investigated whether we could leverage this 
“messenger effect” and encourage people to increase their short-term savings balances.

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
In this study, we examined the effect of different messengers and different messages on hypothetical 
short-term savings. The messengers included hypothetical employers and different types of experts. 
The messages included two commonly-recommended short-term savings goals—one based on a 
percentage of income and another based on a multiple of expenses. We predicted that participants 
would be more likely to increase their hypothetical short-term savings when recommendations came 
from experts and employers compared to a control (in which no messenger was specified). We further 
predicted that people would be more likely to increase their savings when they saw a recommendation 
of a percentage of income, since it seems more achievable, relative to a multiple of expenses.

EXPERIMENT
We ran an online study across approximately 3,000 people in which participants were told to imagine 
a hypothetical job from which they earn $65,000 per year, have benefits, and are currently saving 5% of 
their income into a savings account. They were then shown a hypothetical email that that contained 
a savings account goal. Participants were randomized to an email group in which the messenger was 
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an employer, ‘an expert,’ financial advisors, or made-up financial group; there was additionally a control 
group in which no messenger was specified. Participants also received recommendations to have 
10% of their income as a savings goal, three to six months’ worth of expenses as a savings goal, or no 
specific goal (control). Participants could then click on one of two buttons in the email, which allowed 
them to choose “I want to save more,” or “No thanks.” 

Following clicking on the email, participants were then asked if they would like to change how much 
they are saving, and if so, by how much. 

RESULTS
We found that there was no effect of messenger or of the specific savings recommendation on 
participants’ decision to change their savings: approximately 55% of participants said they would 
change their savings amount, independent of who the email came from or what the recommendation 
was. 

We did find a difference in the call to action (the button) in the email that participants selected 
according to messenger: the control, employer, and made-up financial group messenger emails all 
led to increased rates of participants selecting to “save more” than declining the offer. Additionally, we 
found a difference in button selection according to the recommendation type: both the control and 10% 
recommendations led to more people selecting the “save more” button than the “No thanks button;” 
however, there was no difference among the group that saw the expenses-based recommendation.  

Finally, we looked at how much people would save among those that stated they would change their 
savings rate. Of those who said they would change after seeing the email, approximately 30% of 
participants said they would save 3% (down from the 5% in the hypothetical set-up of the study); the 
remaining approximately 70% primarily selected 8-15%. This 3% was the most commonly selected 
amount and existed independently of the email type. 
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This suggests that people tend to have a strong mental bias toward saving 3%; interestingly, this bias 
persists even when people are anchored at a higher percentage of 5%. These results also reflect that 
specific messengers may have an effect on savings behaviors, but that recommenders should be 
cautious about whether they lead others to start saving less or more.
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Complete

Learning from the Lab: Exploring 
Experiences and Attitudes about 

Savings Goals and Methods
 
BACKGROUND
Previous research into automatic savings has shown it to be an effective tool for saving. When 
partnering with Chime to have clients automatically save 10% of their direct deposits, those that used 
the feature saved an average of $200 per month. This is similar to widespread automatic savings 
systems such as 401k savings accounts or income tax withdrawals that result in substantial tax 
refunds later in the year. Our previous research with Narmi illustrated a growing demand in some form 
of automated savings within personal banking. We found that 59% of respondents reported interest 
in signing up to use an automatic funding mechanism. Learning more about people’s attitudes and 
willingness to use different funding mechanisms would help define a direction for an intervention that 
leads to more effective savings behavior.

Simplifying the effort it takes to add money to one’s savings account is only half the battle. Keeping 
money in an account until it is ready to be used is an issue not yet solved by banks and FinTechs. 
While retirement accounts have penalties and restrictions for early withdrawals, there are not similar 
restrictions for non-retirement savings. The use of pre-commitment devices to prevent the unnecessary 
withdrawal of savings has been successful for some brick-and-mortar banks, as demonstrated in 
research by Ashraf, Karlan, and Yin. How willing are people to commit to using similar features in 
digital banking? Do these attitudes differ depending on the type of goal they are saving for? With these 
questions in mind, we designed a survey to begin to explore attitudes towards different automatic 
funding mechanisms and precommitment devices.

HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
This survey was conducted as part of our work with Urban FT (see page156). We wanted to explore 
respondents’ attitudes towards four funding mechanisms: 

https://advanced-hindsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/2017-Common-Cents-Lab-Report-509.pdf
https://advanced-hindsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/CCL-2018-Annual-Report.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1162/qjec.2006.121.2.635
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 » Round-up: Every time you make a purchase on your card, your purchase is rounded up to 
the nearest dollar, and the change is transferred from your checking account to your savings 
account.

 » Automatic transfers: You can choose a set amount to transfer from checking to savings 
on a regular basis, such as weekly or on a certain day each month. Your bank will make these 
transfers automatically for you without any further action on your part.

 » Paycheck splitting: Choose a percentage of your paychecks to automatically transfer to 
savings, and your bank will transfer it on your behalf the moment your direct deposit hits your 
account.

 » Account sweep: You choose a minimum amount you want to keep in your checking account. 
On a regular cadence that you designate, your bank will transfer anything above that amount 
over to a savings account on your behalf.

We also wanted to understand whether respondents were interested in pre-commitment devices – 
would they recognize their susceptibility to temptation, and be willing to tie their own hands to better 
meet their savings goals? We explored attitudes towards three pre-commitment devices:

 » Accountability buddy: You choose an accountability buddy who is notified whenever you 
withdraw money from your savings account.

 » Target amount: Your savings account does not allow you to withdraw the money until you 
reach a target amount that you set for yourself.

 » Target date: Your savings account does not allow you to withdraw the money until you reach 
a target date that you set for yourself.

We outlined three testable hypotheses about participants’ perceptions of funding mechanisms and pre-
commitment devices:

1. Participants will select round-up savings as the most interesting funding mechanism.

2. Participants will rate paycheck splitting as the mechanism that will help them save the most, 
but only if they are employed. 

3. Participants will be more likely to enroll in the pre-commitment savings account feature they 
are shown for more serious goals (i.e., buy a house, childcare, education, emergency fund, 
new car, retirement), and less likely to enroll for less serious goals (entertainment / hobbies, 
vacation).

4. Participants will be most likely to enroll in the pre-commitment savings account feature they 
are shown when saving for an emergency fund.
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EXPERIMENT
The experiment was implemented as a Qualtrics survey delivered through the Positly platform to 1,247 
online participants. 

We began by asking participants about their own savings motivations and barriers, then randomly 
presented them with one of the four funding mechanisms outlined above (i.e., round-up, automatic 
transfers, paycheck splitting, or account sweep) and asked about their interest in the mechanism, 
how much they think they could save with it, and how long they think a friend might stay enrolled. 
Then we presented each participant with all four of the funding mechanisms to compare against each 
other and asked which one they would be interested in using, which would be the easiest to save with, 
which would help them save the most money, and which they would recommend to others. We then 
randomized respondents to read about one of three savings pre-commitment devices (i.e., target date, 
target amount, accountability buddy) and asked how likely they would be to enroll in the feature, as well 
as what goals they would most likely use the feature for. Finally, we collected demographics.

RESULTS
The results were based on 987 responses. There were 260 additional respondents who were excluded 
from the dataset because of suspicious free text responses.

When respondents were asked to rate their interest in their assigned funding mechanism, we saw 
a steady increase in interest across all mechanisms. However, interest in round-up savings peaks 
at “Extremely interested” whereas the other three mechanisms see a significant drop-off between 
“Moderately interested” and “Extremely interested”. There is no statistically significant difference 
between the proportions of respondents that chose “Extremely interested” for their assigned 
mechanism (p = 0.3253).
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We found that the round-up funding mechanism was the most interesting to participants (p < 0.00001). 
Additionally, participants found it to be the mechanism that would be the easiest to save with and 
the most recommendable. However, it was ranked least helpful in saving the most money. Paycheck 
splitting was viewed to be the most effective at saving the most money. This attitude did not depend on 
employment status.

We found that a majority of users would not consider using a pre-commitment device. When asked 
about how their willingness to use a pre-commitment device differed based on the goal they were 
saving for, respondents were most willing to enroll for more serious goals (e.g., emergency, retirement, 
car, housing). 

Overall, accountability buddy was the least popular pre-commitment device. A review of free text 
responses showed concern regarding privacy when it came to the accountability buddy feature. 
Regarding target amount and target date, respondents were most concerned about being unable to 
access money in an emergency. Considering a key component of emergency savings is liquidity, this 
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makes sense. Paradoxically, people reported being most willing to use a pre-commitment device for 
emergency savings. 

This study demonstrated how people view the essential features of funding mechanisms as well as 
their willingness to use pre-commitment devices to limit unnecessary use of their saved money. The 
key lessons we learned in the study are:

 » Respondents found round-ups to be the most interesting funding mechanism, yet were aware 
of its shortcomings in helping them save effectively.

 » Aligning automatic savings with income (e.g., paycheck splitting) was believed to be most 
effective for saving by respondents.

 » People were hesitant to limit their access to saved money with a pre-commitment device. 
Counterintuitively, participants reported that they would be most willing to lock away savings 
for an emergency fund, even though the unpredictable nature of an emergency could make this 
problematic. 
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Learning from the Lab: Using 
Social Norms to Change Saving 

and Spending Behaviors
BACKGROUND
Many industries compare one person’s behavior to their peers to encourage or discourage specific 
behaviors. For instance, showing people that they use more energy than their neighbors can lead to a 
significant decrease in energy usage in subsequent months. In the financial domain, many institutions 
have used these ‘social norms’ as a means to increase retirement savings: telling individuals what 
others like them are saving can increase the individuals’ savings rates to be closer to their peers’. 
However, sometimes peer comparisons in retirement savings can also backfire, as shown in research 
by Beshears et al. While there is academic research and evidence from the field that using social 
norms can change behavior, and that increased similarity between people and their peers increases the 
effect of the social norms, there is still a gap in our understanding of what specific social comparisons 
influence behavior. 

To investigate this, we ran an online study with different social norm aspects regarding spending and 
saving habits and asked people about their anticipated use of specific tips to help decrease fast-food 
spending and increase their savings. Here, we examined whether comparing people on location, age, or 
income (people who live in the same zip code, are the same age, and earn the same amount of money, 
respectively) and behavior (save a little or a lot more; spend a little or a lot less) affects how people 
predict they would change their saving and spending behaviors. 

Sometimes peer comparisons in retirement savings 
can also backfire.

https://www.nber.org/digest/feb10/peer-comparisons-reduce-residential-energy-use
https://www.nber.org/digest/feb10/peer-comparisons-reduce-residential-energy-use
https://www.netspar.nl/assets/uploads/P20200106_Netspar-Design-Paper-137-WEB.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4452131/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0022103104001192?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0022103104001192?via%3Dihub
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HYPOTHESIS AND KEY INSIGHTS
In this study, we tested whether different aspects of comparisons to peers will influence the number 
of saving and spending habits people predict they would use. For example, will people be more willing 
to try new habits if they are told that they are more similar in age and income compared to similar 
in location? Will people be more willing to try new habits if their peers spend a lot less than they do, 
compared to a little less than they do? Here, we explored the following key questions:

1. Do any specific social comparisons affect predicted saving and spending behavior more than 
others? 

2. Does increased similarity (more comparisons) increase the number of saving and spending 
behaviors compared to decreased similarity (fewer comparisons)?

3. Are people more willing to take up behaviors if their peers save a lot more/spend a lot less 
compared to if their peers save a little more/spend a little less? 

EXPERIMENT
We ran an online study across approximately 3,500 people in which participants were told to imagine 
that they had recently downloaded a new mobile phone app that was designed to help them manage 
their money, and gives tips on how to spend less/save more. The study also told them that the app is 
very popular across the US and already has over one million users. 

Participants were then randomized to one of 14 conditions that compared their financial behavior to 
their peers or to a control condition that didn’t have any social comparison. The treatment conditions 
varied by social comparison (all of the seven permutations of age, income, and location), distance from 
desired behavior ($27/$257 from specific save/spend behavior), and frame (spend or save).

Participants were then given a number of different tips to save money or reduce spending, and asked to 
select all of the ones they would try in the following week, and predict how successful they would be at 
increasing their savings or decreasing their spending. 
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RESULTS
We examined whether the type and number of social comparison aspects affected the number of tips 
people predicted they would use and their anticipated success at increasing their savings or decreasing 
their spending. 

In the saving frame, we found no effect of the type or number of social comparisons or of the distance 
in comparison (your peers were very different or only a little different from you) on the number of tips 
people predicted they would try. We did find a significant effect of the number of social comparisons 
and the distance on predicted success in saving more: people who were given a social comparison 
predicted they would be more successful than those who were not given any comparison (in the control 
group).

In the spending frame, we found no effect of the type or number of social comparisons on the number 
of tips people predicted they would try. However, there was an effect of the distance in comparison 
(your peers were very different or only a little different from you): people who were told that their peers 
only spent a little less than them selected fewer savings tips than both the control and the group who 
were told their peers spend a lot less than they do. We did not find any effect on predicted success of 
curbing spending behaviors.

Because this was an online research study involving hypothetical behaviors, we hope to implement 
social norms references in our field research to establish whether different comparisons and distances 
affect real-world spending and saving behavior.


